


Hua Li 化力
Dynasty

Hua Li’s hazy R&B and revolutionary rap cuts to the bone and shakes your 
frail ass to the ground. Her Za Zhong EP, which “abounds with charisma,” (No 
Fear of Pop) will be followed up by her debut full-length, Dynasty, out 
September 2019 via Next Door Records. She is also an active DJ, spinning 
alt rap favorites and cloudy house cuts. Subversive and sexy, Hua Li is the 
only half-Chinese, half-militant, half-rapper of your heart. 

Dynasty tells of Hua Li’s journey as second-generation Chinese-Canadian 
woman and deals with topics like deceitful love, family power dynamics and 
the profound imbalance that emotional adversity can deliver. Written over 
several years, this album collects the most authentic and personal songs from 
Hua Li to date, from declaration of feminine power and grace, “Mastery” and 
melancholic and hazy party anthem, “Social Meds” to devastating takedown of 
power abused, “Tell Her” and twisted love story, “Outwitted.” A co-production 
with Alexander Thibualt (a.k.a. Gloze), Dynasty is a combination of 
Montreal’s tradition of lush, lo-fi future beat with a twist of jazz sensibility and 
rap braggadocio. Dynasty is a fierce affirmation of self-representation for  
Hua Li. 

Selling Points 

- Music video for lead single “Mastery” premiered by Earmilk
- Music video for “Social Meds” premiered by Exclaim!

- Music videos created for upcoming singles “Mr. Greenlight,” “Outwitted”
- Extensive touring history includes recent US tour with Fat Tony and

Cadence Weapon, and stints as tour DJ for Riit and Cupcakke
- Performing in Mexico City September 5, 2019, Pop Montreal September 28, 2019,

and Iceland Airwaves Festival November 2019 
with more international tour dates TBA 

- Album co-produced by Alexander Thibualt (a.k.a. Gloze)
- US PR handled by Tell All Your Friends PR

- Striking artwork with illustrations by Charlie Twitch, and album design by
Vishana Lodhia that includes lyrics and limited edition lemon yellow vinyl disc

“Montreal based experimental hip-hop act Hua Li’s newest record ‘Mastery’ is a full display of 
self-assertiveness sprinkled with a large dose of sassiness.” 

- Earmilk

“Hua Li is a rap label’s dream… On the one hand, her approach to rapping, a kind of early ’90s 
Lil Kim bravado mixed with the more insightful, emotionally resonant lyrics of a Jean Grae, would 

be menacing if it weren’t so raw and beguiling. Perhaps even more hypnotic is her turn as a 
crooner, similar to the sultry, jazzy vibes of Little Dragon’s Yukimi Nagano, 

but with a bit more of a wink” 
- Consequence of Sound

Artist: Hua Li 化力
Title: Dynasty
Genre: Rap/Hip-Hop, Alternative
Release Date: September 20, 2019

RIYL: Goldlink, Mick Jenkins, Isaiah 
Rashad, Ari Lennox, Bipolar Sunshine, 
dvsn, Kelela, OSHUN, Rejjie Snow, Rexx 
Life Raj, Snoh Alegra, Moonchild, Alina 
Baraz

LP: NDR9128LP
LP UPC: 623339912815
12” Slip sleeve with limited edition lemon yellow vinyl disc

CD: NDR9128CD
CD UPC: 623339912822
Digipak

TRACK LISTING
1. Paper Sons
2. Social Meds 
3. Mr. Greenlight
4. Sidebitch 
5. Mastery
6. Since U Been
7. Recitation (Interlude)
8. Meltdown
9. This Chaos

10. Tell Her
11. Human Love
12. Outwitted 

English Canadian PR Contact: 
Kim Juneja,Take Aim Media
kim@takeaimmedia.com

French Canadian PR Contact: 
Simon Fauteux, Six Media Marketing 
simon@sixmedia.ca

www.hualimusic.com
www.facebook.com/hualimusic
www.twitter.com/hualimusic
www.instagram.com/hualigram
www.nextdoorrecords.com



This year marks 25 years since The Vinyl Cafe first aired on the radio; 
over its 22 seasons the show attracted a weekly audience of over 2 
million people on CBC Radio, podcast, Sirius Satellite Radio and on a 
number of Public Radio stations in the United States.

The one-hour music and comedy radio show was hosted by the late 
Stuart McLean, an award-winning Canadian writer and broadcaster. 

In celebration of The Vinyl Cafe’s 25th anniversary, we are releasing 
two new 4-disc sets of Vinyl Cafe material never previously available 
on CD: Vinyl Cafe 25 Years, Volume I: Dave & Morley Stories and Vinyl 
Cafe 25 Years, Volume II: Postcards from Canada. 

Volume I is a special all new collection of Dave & Morley stories by 
the beloved -- and greatly missed – Stuart McLean. Laugh along with 
audiences from across the country as they enjoy stories about Canada’s 
favourite fictional family: Dave, Morley and the kids.  Thirteen classic 
Vinyl Cafe stories, including some treasures from the vaults, such as 
“Dave and the Cell Phone” and “Why I buy 8-tracks”, plus more recent 
gems such as “The One and Only Murphy Kruger” or “Dave’s Truck”. 

Selling Points:

• Thirteen hilarious stories about “Dave and Morley” the fictional family at 
the heart of the Vinyl Cafe

• Over four hours of stories, never before released on CD
• A beautiful 4-disc package, with stunning design and illustrations
• The attractive and complementary design of Volumes I and II make these 

a wonderful gift set: one fiction, one non-fiction
• Recorded at live concerts in theatres big and small, hearing these stories 

will feel like attending a live Vinyl Cafe performance
• The Vinyl Cafe was featured on Buzzfeed’s 14 most addictive podcasts of 2015; chosen by Apple (Canada) as the best audio 

podcast of the year 2012
• The Vinyl Cafe is no longer available on podcast therefore fans will welcome the chance to hear these beloved stories again
• The Vinyl Cafe had over 2 million weekly listeners on radio and podcast; over 25,000 newsletter subscribers and over 76,000 

Facebook fans
• The Vinyl Cafe was a three-time winner of the Most Licensed Group and Most Licensed Series on PRX (Public Radio Exchange) 

DISC 3:
Dave’s Truck 
22:09
Stanley the Snoring 
Dog 19:27
Walking Man 
22:20

DISC 4:
The Mermaid and 
Other Mysteries
23:30
Dave’s Christmas 
Tree
21:39
Dave and Morley, 
Dancing
22:39

Tracklisting:
DISC 1:
Dave and the Cell Phone 
20:08
Margaret Gets Married 
23:13
The One and Only 
Murphy Kruger 
21:45

DISC 2:
Dave Versus the Flu 
16:56
A Case of the Dwindles 
18:53
Why I Buy 8-tracks 
11:34
The Great Train 
Adventure 
21:45

CDx4: VCD0019
CDx4 UPC: 776693001920
Box Lot: 20
Packaging: Primapak 4-panel CD digistak
Genre: Spoken Word / Comedy
Release Date: October 4, 2019
PPD: $19.50

Vinyl Cafe 25 Years: 
Volume I, Dave & Morley Stories



This year marks 25 years since The Vinyl Cafe first aired on the radio; 
over its 22 seasons the show attracted a weekly audience of over 2 
million people on CBC Radio, podcast, Sirius Satellite Radio and on a 
number of Public Radio stations in the United States.

The one-hour music and comedy radio show was hosted by the late 
Stuart McLean, an award-winning Canadian writer and broadcaster. 

In celebration of The Vinyl Cafe’s 25th anniversary, we are releasing 
two new 4-disc sets of Vinyl Cafe material never previously available 
on CD: Vinyl Cafe 25 Years, Volume I: Dave & Morley Stories and Vinyl 
Cafe 25 Years, Volume II: Postcards from Canada. 

Volume II, Postcards from Canada is a special new release, making 
available for the very first time on CD the popular non-fiction essays 
by the beloved -- and greatly missed – Stuart McLean. The tracks 
were recorded at live Vinyl Cafe concerts across Canada and, in 
McLean’s inimitable style, capture the beauty, history and poetry 
of the country’s landscape and people; as well, of course, quirky 
stories and unexpected fascinations that Vinyl Cafe fans have come 
to expect, told as only McLean knew how. From the story of a man 
who went over Niagara Falls as a boy, to an Ode to Potatoes; from 
a celebration of immigrant foods in Vancouver, to a high school 
Pow-Wow on Manitoulin Island;  an essay on humorous writing, to 
Stuart’s childhood memories of dancing – Postcards from Canada has 
something for everyone.

DISC 1: Pacifi c
Nelson 11:30
Powell River 10:06
Vancouver 15:38
Whitehorse 11:33
Tofi no 13:05

DISC 2:  Mountain and 
Central 
Winnipeg 12:10
Minnedosa 10:45
Calgary 16:12
Manitou Beach 14:43
Medicine Hat 9:10

DISC 3:  Eastern
Picton 11:35
Keswick 14:09
Montreal 8:36
M’Chigeeng 13:16
Niagara Falls 18:36

DISC 4: Atlantic
Annapolis Royal 12:50
Mabou 8:38
Georgetown 6:06
Halifax 14:03
Gander 14:36
St. John’s 8:57

Tracklisting:

CDx4: VCD0020
CDx4 UPC: 776693002026
Box Lot: 20
Packaging: Primapak 4-panel CD digistak
Genre: Spoken Word / Comedy
Release Date: October 4, 2019
PPD: $19.50

Selling Points:

• Twenty-one entertaining Vinyl Cafe essays, never before released on CD
• A beautiful 4-disc package, with stunning design and illustrations
• The attractive and complementary design of Volumes I and II make these a wonderful gift set: one fiction, one non-fiction
• Hearing these will feel like attending a live Vinyl Cafe performance, guest host intros and all.
• Great for road trips or armchair travelers!
• The Vinyl Cafe was featured on Buzzfeed’s 14 most addictive podcasts of 2015; chosen by Apple (Canada) as the best audio 

podcast of the year 2012
• The Vinyl Cafe is no longer available on podcast therefore fans will welcome these much-loved segments from the show
• The Vinyl Cafe had over 2 million weekly listeners on radio and podcast; over 25,000 newsletter subscribers and over 76,000 

Facebook fans

Vinyl Cafe 25 Years: 
Volume II, PostcardS from CanadA



Morning in America consists of 7 songs that were recorded during the 
sessions for Mudhoney’s 2018 album, Digital Garbage (“…an astute, 
politically relevant and commendably fired-up garage punk belter of 
an LP,” – The Quietus). The tracks include "Let's Kill Yourself Live 
Again" (an alternate version of the Digital Garbage stand-out “Kill 
Yourself Live,” and the bonus track for the Japanese CD version of 
that album), "One Bad Actor" (a new version of Mudhoney’s track on 
the limited-edition, and now very sold-out, SPF30 split 7” single w 
Hot Snakes), album outtakes “Snake Oil Charmer,” “Morning in 
America” and “Creeps Are Everywhere,” plus "Ensam I Natt" (“So 
Lonely Tonight,” a Leather Nun cover) and "Vortex of Lies" from a very 
limited EU tour 7".

The songs were mixed at Johnny Sangster’s studio Crackle & Pop! The 
release of this EP coincides with Mudhoney’s fall 2019 US tour – see 
below for dates.  

LP / DIGITAL     SP 1325  RELEASE DATE: SEPTEMBER 20TH, 2019

TRACKLISTING:
1. Vortex of Lies
2. Creeps Are Everywhere
3. Ensam I Natt
4. Morning in America
5. Let's Kill Yourself Live Again
6. Snake Oil Charmer
7. One Bad Actor

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

MUDHONEY MORNING IN AMERICA

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and focus track): 
http://www.subpop.com/artists/mudhoney 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Mudhoney-120610017957082/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/_Mudhoney 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/mudhoney_/ 
Website: http://mudhoneyonline.com 

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: Morning In America will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

TOURING: 
Mudhoney will be touring the US following the release of this EP:
Sep 27, Fri – Sun, Sept. 29 - Dana Point, CA @ Ohana Festival 
Oct 4, Fri - Jersey City, NJ @ White Eagle Hall *
Oct 5, Sat - Boston, MA @ Brighton Music Hall † 
Oct 6, Sun - Philadelphia, PA @ Union Transfer † 
Oct 7, Mon - Richmond, VA @ The Broadberry † 
Oct 8, Tue - Durham, NC @ Pinhook † 
Oct 9, Wed - Atlanta, GA @ Terminal West † 
Oct 10, Thu - Ashville, NC @ Grey Eagle Tavern & Music Hall †
Oct 11, Fri - Knoxville, TN @ Concourse †‡
Oct 12, Sat - Nashville, TN @ Basement East ‡°
Oct 14, Mon - St Louis, MO @ Off Broadway § 
Oct 15, Tue - Detroit, MI @ El Club §
Oct 16, Wed - Cleveland Heights, OH @ Grog Shop §
Oct 17, Thu - Pittsburgh, PA @ Mr. Smalls §
Oct 18, Fri - Baltimore, MD @ Baltimore Soundstage §
Oct 19, Sat - Brooklyn, NY @ Market Hotel §

* w/ Shut Up
† w/ Pissed Jeans
‡ w/ Kings of the Fucking Sea
° w/ Porcupine
§ w/ Kid Congo Powers + the Pink Monkey Birds

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

SP21 – Superfuzz Bigmuff - LP/CS
SP44 – Mudhoney - LP/CD/CS/Digital
SP105 – Every Good Boy Deserves Fudge - LP/CD/CS/Digital
SP500 – March to Fuzz - CD
SP555 – Since We’ve Become Translucent - LP/CD/Digital
SP700 – Under a Billion Suns - LP/CD/Digital
SP773 – Superfuzz Bigmuff - 2xCD/Digital
SP765 – The Lucky Ones - LP/CD
SP1020 – Vanishing Point - LP/CD
SP1213 – Live in Europe - LP
SP1225 – Digital Garbage - LP/CD/Digital

LP Packaging: Single-pocket jacket 
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

0 9 8 7 8 7 1 3 2 5 1 9
LP LOSER EDITION Packaging: 
Single-pocket jacket Includes mp3 
coupon (white & black marble 
Vinyl)
NON-RETURNABLE



TRACKLISTING 

01. Zero Summer
02. I’m Not Afraid
03. One True Pairing
04. Weapons
05. Dawn At The Factory
06. Blank Walls
07. Reaper of Souls
08. Elite Companion
09. Alive In The Resplendent Flames
10. King Of The Rats
11. Only God Can Judge Me

CATALOG NUMBER: WIG445 
RELEASE DATE: September 20, 2019 
FILE UNDER: Alternative “O”

CD 
UPC: 887828044528

LP w/ DOWNLOAD
UPC: 887828044511

Vinyl is non-returnable

OVERVIEW

SELLING POINTS 

Tom Fleming, former Wild Beasts songwriter, vocalist and multi-instrumentalist is back with a 
new project, One True Pairing.

This idea and the expanding themes – male identity, class, taste – are the cornerstones of One 
True Pairing. "I wanted to write about the real world, I didn't want it to be an artistic, poised, 
tasteful record," says Tom Fleming of his first solo album, released under the name One True 
Pairing; "I wanted this to be a rock album, a protest vote against the field of good taste. One 
True Pairing is a name taken from internet fan fiction, where you write the perfect relationship 
you always wished existed. The idea of Prince Charming and Helpless Princess living happily 
after is no fun at all.” The former Wild Beasts songwriter, vocalist and multi-instrumentalist is 
back with a self-titled debut that’s shaped by class frustration and self-despair. In its 11 songs 
of discordant guitar and aggressive synth Fleming channels his discontent with Britain in 2019 
and a “feeling of directionless rage and cheatedness which hasn't gone away."

His musical touchstones were Bruce Springsteen, Don Henley, Tom Petty and Def Leppard 
- "big rock songs, but as it went on it started to be Depeche Mode and noisier stuff, along
with Swans and Bonnie Prince Billy and the kids making hip hop, using a kick drum, a high
hat and that's it - it's production, it's electronic music, but it's as small as you can make it.”
This seething blend of difficult emotions is explored in One True Pairing’s palette of taut and
clipped guitar that flickers between New Wave and even at times 80s MOR titans Dire Straits,
looming synths, trickling melodies. Above it all Fleming’s voice, ranging from haunting despair
to croon like a Yorkshire Scott Walker, is at its best of his career, giving life to “the angry
northern Springsteen record that I'd always wanted to make.” He says that “I want to be
obvious in what I'm saying - it's neo-heartland rock".

• Tom Fleming was one of the two singers in the UK based group, Wild Beasts. The band
had 40k in total catalog US sales. 2016's Boy King; 2014’s Present Tense; 2011’s Smother;
2009’s Mercury Prize nominated Two Dancers; 2008’s debut Limbo Panto.

• Radio campaign to impact college and non-commercial radio on album release.

• Major market North American touring to follow.

• Standard LP is 180 gram heavyweight vinyl and includes download card.

ONE TRUE PAIRING
ONE TRUE PAIRING



  HARDLY  ART    |    WWW.HARDLYART .COM   

Sept 20th, 2019

RIYL: Jay Som, Girlpool, Courtney Barnett, Japanese Breakfast, Lala Lala 
TOP MARKETS: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, San Franciso/Oakland

Follow Up to 2017’s I Used to Spend so Much Time Alone •  US and European touring in Fall 
& Winter 2019 •  Co-Produced by Jay Som

CD  GATEFOLD JACKET LP  NON-RETURNABLE 
SINGLE-POCKET JACKET 
Custom Dust Sleeve 
includes mp3 coupon

TAPE NON-RETURNABLE 
THREE-panel j-card in 

clear case

CHASTITY BELT
CHASTITY BELT

01. Ann’s Jam 4:56
02. Elena 3:20 
03. Effort 5:07 
04. Rav-4 3:39 
05. It Takes Time 4:04
06. Apart 3:33
07. Half-Hearted 5:25
08. Split 3:53
09. Drown 4:06
10. Pissed Pants 4:55

TRACK LISTING:

CD/LP/CS/DIGITALHAR-117 ALTERNATIVE/ROCK

ONLINE:
Band Page: http://chastitybeltmusic.com/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/chazzybelt
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CHAST1TYBELT
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/chastitybeltmusic/

RETAIL:
Posters and play copies will be available.

Radio:
Chastity Belt will be worked to 
commercial and non-commercial/college radio. 

TourING:
Chastity Belt will be touring the US and Europe in Winter 2019

PRESS:
Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

"They’re funny, and slightly goofy, and gently vulgar, 
and they play with an appealingly loose, 
relaxed confidence.” – Pitchfork

“Chastity Belt prove that pop music can have substance.” 
– Loud and Quiet

“This is feminism as fact; as default… 
It’s the evolution of how young women impart 
vitally important information.” – NPR

Chastity Belt talks a lot about intention these days—how to be more present with each other. The four piece—Ju-
lia Shapiro (vocals, guitar, drums), Lydia Lund (vocals, guitar), Gretchen Grimm (drums, vocals, guitar) and Annie 
Truscott (bass)—is nine years deep in this, after all. It seems now, more than ever, that circuit is a movement of 
intentionality, one that creates a space inside which they can be themselves, among themselves. It’s a space 
where the euphoria of making music with your best friends is protected from the outside world’s churning 
expectations. It’s a kind of safe zone for the band to occupy as their best selves: a group of friends who love each 
other.

Their fourth record, Chastity Belt, comes out of that safe space. After a restorative few months on hiatus in 2018, 
each member worked on solo material or toured with other bands. “So much of the break was reminding 
ourselves to stay present, and giving ourselves permission to stop without saying when were gonna meet up 
again,” says guitarist Lydia Lund. “It was so important to have that—not saying, ‘we’re gonna get back together at 
this point,’ but really just open it up so we could get back to our present connection.”

Their experience navigating adult life within the strange seasons of the music industry has Chastity Belt orienting 
themselves towards whatever gets them to feel the most present with each other, in any part of the band grind. 
With the luxury of spending several weeks in the studio with Jay Som’s Melina Duterte, Chastity Belt was able to 
experiment. The new self-titled album is the work of the band playing “old songs, and trying new things on top of 
it,” like adding more dynamic harmonies and violin, says bassist Annie Truscott. Lydia, Gretchen, and Julia all 
share lead vocals on different tracks on the album. The result is their most sonically developed and nuanced 
record yet; one that’s not only a product of, but a series of reflections on what it means to take what you need and 
to understand yourself better.

Many of Chastity Belt’s signature dynamics, from the silly to the sincere, have read as feminist gestures: the Cool 
Slut DGAF-iness, the shrugging off of the “women in rock” press gargle, the fundamentally punk act of creating 
music on your own as a woman, and being lyrically forthright. What the making of Chastity Belt reveals is that the 
band has tapped into a deeper tradition of women making art on their terms: the act of self-preservation in favor of 
the long game. In favor of each other. In this cultural moment, taking space like this to prioritize the love over the 
product seems progressive. Chastity Belt’s intentions have resulted in an album deeply expressive of four people’s 
commitment to what they love most: making music with each other.



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Soul Jazz Records Presents 

STUDIO ONE DJ PARTY 
Featuring Prince Jazzbo, Dillinger, Dennis Alcapone, Lone Ranger, 
Michigan & Smiley and many more 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20th September 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Soul Jazz Records’ new Studio One DJ Party is the latest installation from the mighty Studio One Records 
catalogue, a wicked new collection of the finest DJs and toasters ever to inhabit the world of reggae – 
seminal Jamaican artists including Prince Jazzbo, Dillinger, Dennis Alcapone, Michigan & Smiley, Lone 
Ranger as well as a host of lesser known artists and rare cuts from Studio One.  

From the earliest days when Clement ‘Sir Coxsone’ Dodd ran his Downbeat soundsystem up and down the 
length of Jamaica, DJs and toasters such as King Stitt and Count Machukie were always a part of the sound 
of Studio One, introducing new records and exciting audiences with catchphrase lines such as: 

“No matter what the people say these sounds lead the way 
It's the order of the day from your boss deejay”   King Stitt 

So when DJ emerged as a distinct reggae style at the start of the 1970s, Studio One was, as always, way 
ahead of their competitors. Legendary artists of the calibre of Dillinger, Dennis Alcapone and Prince Jazzbo 
all queued up to record for the equally legendary label.  

At the end of the 1970s, as dancehall exploded onto the island, Clement Dodd was once again able to 
maintain Studio One’s position on the throne as the number one sound in the Jamaica, fighting off upstart 
competitors such as Channel One and Joe Gibbs who tried to replicate Studio One’s unique sound. During 
this period Clement Dodd released a series of stunning dancehall releases from young DJ/dancehall artists 
at the label including Lone Ranger and Michigan & Smiley. 

This selection spans the early 70s up until the mid-1980s, from the earliest days of deejay toasting right 
up until digital dancehall, ground-breaking tracks over the finest selection of the ultimate Studio One 
rhythms and tracks. Who could ask for more? 

Studio One DJ Party includes specially commissioned sleevenotes by Chris Lane, founder of the legendary 
British reggae label Fashion Records, as well as fantastic original artwork commissioned by the illustrator 
Ski Williams. The album is released as double heavyweight vinyl (+download code), and distinctive Soul 
Jazz Records CD with slipcase. 

Release Date: 20th September 2019 

 

Artist: Soul Jazz Records Presents 

Title: Soul Jazz Records presents STUDIO ONE DJ Party 
Label:  Soul Jazz Records 

Format 1: Cat. No: SJRCD445, CD UPC: 5026328104454 

Format 2: Cat. No: SJRLP445, Double LP UPC: 5026328004457 

 

Tracklisting 
1. Sceechie Dan – We A Don 
2. Lone Ranger – My Number 
3. Dennis Alcapone – Riddle I This 
4. Kentrus – It A Fi Bun 
5. Lone Ranger – Apprentice Dentist 
6. King Sporty – DJ Special 
7. Prince Jazzbo – Little Joe 
8. Jim Brown – Ragga Muffin 
9. Mad Roy – Universal Love 
10. King Sporty – Choice Of Music 
11. King Stitt – Rhyming Time 
12. Prince Jazzbo – Fire Coal Version 
13. Dillinger – Fountain On The 

Mountain 
14. Michigan & Smiley – Thank You 

Jah 
15. Prince Garthie – Raindrops 
16. Jah Buzz – Automatic Clapping 
17. Dennis Alcapone – El Paso 
18. Big Joe – Nanny Version Skank 
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SADDLE CREEK

SADDLE CREEK DOCUMENT SERIES
DOCUMENT 009: MCKINLEY DIXON - ANANSI, ANANSI B/W WIT THESE

TRACKLIST
1. Anansi, Anansi 3:03
2. Wit These 3:06

On September 20th, Saddle Creek will release the ninth installment of the Document series, McKinley 
Dixon’s Anansi, Anansi' b/w 'Wit These.

McKinley Dixon was born and raised in Maryland before later relocating to Richmond, Virginia, where he 
found a plethora of artists and friends who enabled his creative process to take formation. Assembling 
several bands, Dixon created a fusion of rap and jazz that Audiotree described as “looking through the 
eyes of people in his community to capture the true depth of diversity of the American black 
experience.”

During 2016, Dixon created and released his debut mixtape, Who Taught You To Hate Yourself?. The 
mixtape, which follows the chronicles of a young, black boy who witnesses a drive-by in his neighbor-
hood, unfolds with “the grim realities of the sociopolitical atmosphere and class struggle around him” 
(RVA Mag) - including gang violence, police brutality and self hatred; various themes that are forced 
upon black bodies. Largely recorded in his bedroom, the mixtape also sees Dixon incorporate the 
talents of 20+ visual and musical artists.

Released In 2018, follow-up mixtape The Importance of Self Belief was said to be “comparable to Ta-Nehisi 
Coates’ coming-of-age memoir The Beautiful Struggle” by NPR’s Rodney Carmichael, and was also placed 
on NPR’s “Slingshot: Artist To Watch List". 

Dixon's new 7", the latest installment in Saddle Creek's Document series, features two brand new record-
ings. Lead track "Anansi, Anansi" is inspired by a character in West African folklore that’s known for being 
an exquisite storyteller. He is also seen as a symbol of slave resistance and revolt, often using his sharp 
tongue and quick wits to deceive his oppressor. "I liken the way he is passed along orally, the way he is 
told to children,” said Dixon, "and what he stands for with my ideologies and the resilience of the caged 
bird, and concrete �ower."

"Wit These" is about a childhood friend that Dixon lost in 2018. The song expresses the scramble and 
need to have wings. To levitate and to leave, how they can help you and how they can be obtained. The 
song deals with storytelling as an act of revolution, as an ode to loved ones, memories being solidify 
through songs.

Both tracks deal with the act of looking up from the ground.

S

C

Artist: McKinley Dixon 
Title: Anansi, Anansi b/w Wit These 
Catalog #: LBJ-302
Formats: 7"
Street Date: September 20, 2019
Genre: Alternative
7” UPC: 648401030273

7” UPC

7” NOT RETURNABLE



Catalog#: MEt 1186

artist: KMFDM

titlE: ParaDisE

rElEasE DatE: sEPtEMbEr 27tH 

tErritory: WorlD

CD [rEturnablE] 

vinyl [non-rEturnablE] 

gEnrE: roCK
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CD

tH E ult r a HE av y bE at r E t u r n s!  bl E n D i n g t E C H n o i n n o vat i o n,  P u n K s n a r l,  & M E ta l  a g g r E s s i o n,  ParaDisE i s 
a n i M Pa C t F u l  s E t  o F  D a n C E b E at s,  C r u n C H i n g g u i ta r s,  & t H E D u a l v o C a l at ta C K o F  F o u n D E r sa s C H a K.  & lu C i a 
Ci Fa r E l l i .  ParaDisE F i n D s a  F o C u s E D,  F u r i o u s,  F E D-u P KMFDM at i t s  F i n E s t .  sta n D o u t t r a C K s s u C H a s K-M-F, 

Pa r a D i s E ,  & Di s t u r b tH E PE a C E s ta n D a s a  b o l D D E C l a r at i o n o F  P u r P o s E,  a  C a l l  to a C t i o n.
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SALES	BULLETS:	
• Debut	of	exciting	new	Icelandic	sludge	/	grunge	act	Horrible	Youth!	
• Members	of	various	notorious	Icelandic	bands,	including	Úlpa,	Legend,	Benny	Crespos	
Gang,	Kul	and	more!		

• Icelandic	shows,	including	Iceland	Airwaves,	confirmed.	
• Canadian	press	and	college	radio	servicing	handled	by	Looters.	

Artist:	HORRIBLE	YOUTH	
Title:	Wounds	Bleed	
Format:	CD	 	 	
SKU:	AOF325CD		
UPC	CD:	628070632527	
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	09/27/2019		

	
	

TRACK	LISTING:	
1.	Monkeys	
2.	Overachiever	
3.	Blissful	Tropes	
4.	Promises	
5.	Serve	the	Plague	
6.	Birds	
7.	We	Raised	a	Wolf	
8.	Turnstile	
9.	All	the	Good	Ones	Are	Gone	
10.	Gas	Light	
 

INFORMATION:	
Iceland	 has	 produced	 some	 amazing	 artists	 over	 the	 years,	 and	 it	 seems	 the	 fountain	 of	 inspiration	
never	dries	up	in	the	small,	northern	nation.	Enter	Horrible	Youth,	a	five-piece	sludge	and	grunge	band	
that	sprang	to	life	in	Oslo	in	2016	and	quietly	recorded	their	stunning	debut,	Wounds	Bleed.	

The	 band	 comprises	 scene	 notables	 Ágúst	 Bent	 Jensson	 on	 vocals,	 Magnús	 Leifur	 Sveinsson	 on	
synths,	Frosti	Gringo	on	drums,	Hálfdán	Árnason	on	Bass	and	Moog,	and	Helgi	Rúnar	Gunnarsson	
handling	guitar.	The	five	members	have	a	storied	history	in	the	Reykjavik	scene,	including	membership	
in	bands	as	diverse	as	Úlpa,	Legend,	Benny	Crespos	Gang,	Kul	and	many	others.	

Wounds	Bleed	will	be	 released	on	Toronto-based	 Artoffact	 Records	 in	September	2019.	Expect	big	
things!	
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NEW RELEASES: LATE SEPTEMBER 2019

• Unearthed 1972 Funk from the vaults
• First time on vinyl (or any format)
• Deluxe 180g vinyl edition (available on both black vinyl)
• Comes with insert/liner notes
• Incl. Download Card (w/ Bonus tracks & interviews)
• Black Vinyl Edition Limited to 500 copies, comes with obi strip

George Semper needs little introduction to soul and funk fans. The Trinidadian-American multi-instrumentalist, composer, producer, 
publisher and label owner from San Diego is known as an innovator of the jazz organ, wielding major influence on funk and hip-hop. 
Notably sampled by Cypress Hill on their classic ‘Insane In The Brain’, Semper’s talent led him to collaborate with literally hundreds of 
artists, including Jimmy Smith, Merry Clayton, Isaac Hayes, Joe Tex, Johnny Taylor and Donny Hathaway. His 1966 LP Makin’ Waves is 
considered a Hammond organ essential and his 1977 production The Perfect Circle a cornerstone of Bay Area Funk.

George Semper’s career began in the late 1950’s as a leader of several R&B soul groups like the Kingsmen, Imperialites and 
Chessmen. He ran two successful San Diego nightclubs, and his abilities as a musician, writer, and arranger led to a varied 
performance and studio career throughout the 1960s and all the way through the 2000s. He worked with legendary acts from the likes 
of Brenton Wood, Mary Love and Johnny Taylor & he collaborated with venues such as Carnegie Hall, The Monterey Jazz Festival and 
Wattstax. George Semper was AR and musical director for clubs, artists and labels…he produced his own records, those of others and 
those for his own Inner City Records & Inner City Attractions labels. Many of these are now considered highly collectable gems.

Lesser known are Semper’s numerous band concepts and unreleased studio projects…all cut with top LA session players at recording 
studios in Hollywood, Compton and Watts. One such is … FUNKPROOF.

FUNKPROOF was formed in 1972 and was comprised of players from Brenton Wood’s United Soul Association and The Merry Clayton 
band. Semper produced the recordings himself and he’s handling the Hammond B3, keys, Sax and lead vocals. Original members Al 
McKay (Earth Wind & Fire) and Robert Roselle were later replaced by Richard Cavasos on guitar, Nathaniel “Basey” Johnson (Charles 
Wright & The Watts 103rd St Rhythm Band) on bass and Ernest Ray “Brother Puff” Johnson (The Ghetto, Hot Ice) completing the lineup 
on drums.

FUNKPROOF completed a full-length album (slated for release by MGM) that was never issued (because MGM was acquired by 
Polydor) until now! Today we present to you this unreleased hidden funk gem, completely remastered and its history revived, straight 
from The George Semper Music Archives vaults. Every track on this remarkable album delivers a consistently funky and soulful groove! 
Pitched between Chitlin’ circuit grit and electronic exploration, FUNKPROOF conveys a timeless message of love, life, and happiness 
through urban music culture.

This unreleased 1972 Funk-bomb is now available as a deluxe 180g vinyl edition (limited to 500 copies), and also comes with an insert 
containing exclusive liner notes and pictures. Also included with this release is a digital download card (w/extra tracks).

FUNKPROOF
The Revival
Release Date: 30-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves Music]
LP / TWM33 / 742338383539 /  $29.31

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE SEPTEMBER 2019

• Deluxe authorized reissue of one of the absolute best American psychedelic LPs of the 1960’s, and one of the rarest!
• Includes a 12-page, full-sized booklet, with rare photos, stories from the road, and for the first time, complete lyrics to all 

tracks.

Official authorized reissue of the legendary psychedelic LP by Christopher from South Carolina. One of the absolute best American 
psychedelic LPs of the 1960’s, and one of the rarest—a copy went for close to $4,000 the last time an original copy sold online, and 
nearly double that changed hands off-line for an original! Every song is of the highest quality—they’re all self-penned too—with an 
accessible sound the suggests that Christopher could have had more widespread success had they ever made it out of their native 
South Carolina. The “What’cha Gonna Do?” album was pressed in 1969 to use as a demo (which is why as few as 100 copies exist), 
but you’d never know it based on the overall quality of the production. When you’ve got blistering acid rock mixed with acid blues, with a 
couple of thoughtful melodic songs for good measure, you’ve got a recipe for something special.

Christopher recorded “What’cha Gonna Do?” at Arthur Smith Studios in Charlotte, NC, a state of the art 8-track studio. Smith himself 
was a famous performer and songwriter who wrote ‘Guitar Boogie’ and ‘Dueling Banjos.’ It was the best studio money could buy in the 
South at the time, an astonishingly expensive $62 per hour, but the studio wasn’t quite sure what to make of Christopher! The engineer, 
Jerry Black, introduced himself by saying, “This is the first 8-track stereo recording of an acid rock band I’ve ever done” in his Southern 
drawl.” And so it was.

The music demands your attention: well-crafted trippy lysergic lyrics about plastic capsules (and more), flanged vocals (among other 
effects), fine vocal harmonies, extended jamming, and a transcendent quality well expressed by the gutsy and creative guitar work. Acid 
rock mixed with acid blues, and lovely melodic rock songs, at times reminiscent of Corpus, Moving Sidewalks, Quicksilver, American 
Blues Exchange, Dragonfly, Litter (circa “Emerge”), Love, Tripsichord, and many others. Had Christopher’s sole record been a major 
label release it would have been a staple in every head’s record collection. An enduring work of stunning proportion.

This time out, as is befitting one of the absolute best US psychedelic albums, our deluxe Lion Productions edition of Christopher’s 
“What’cha Gonna Do?” LP comes with a full-size 12-page booklet. We’ve expanded the liner notes to include even more stories from 
the band + complete lyrics for all the songs.

CHRISTOPHER
What’cha Gonna Do?
Release Date: 6-Sep-19
[Light In The Attic / Lion Productions]
LP / LIONLP101D / 778578310110 /  $31.00

LP

• Pressed on standard weight 1LP vinyl in full-colour single jacket with bilingual lyrics insert
• Now available on blue vinyl!

Grandeza, the debut album by Sao Paulo’s Sessa, points to new, subtle directions for modern Brazilian music – a deep, minimalist, 
almost insinuated use of the rich textures that define the songwriting history of Brazil, one which Sessa now joins among its most 
promising new voices. His songs are sung in Portuguese, with visceral, sensual lyrics in the vein of Caetano Veloso, and the melodic 
flourishes of Tom Jobim and Arthur Verocai. However, the music gets a deliberate minimalist treatment rarely found in contemporary 
Brazilian music, more reminiscent of the bareness of Leonard Cohen, with touches of tropicalia, psychedelia, and the mystic jazz of 
Moondog and Pharoah Sanders. Recorded in various locations between São Paulo and New York City.

SESSA
Grandeza (Blue Vinyl)
Release Date: 30-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Boiled Records]
LP / BOI010B / 844667043938 /  $30.16

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE SEPTEMBER 2019

• First time available on LP
• New artwork by Chloe Manon
• 400 copies on clear blue colored vinyl

Graveface is proud to announce, for the first time on vinyl/cassette…TOKYO SHOEGAZER “Crystallize”. If you’re unfamiliar, 
Crystallize is one of the best modern shoegaze albums by leaps and bounds. Crystallize was originally released in 2011 in Japan on 
CD only, of which, copies are now fetching big money as they’re long sold out. We’ve remastered it specifically for vinyl and it sounds 
INCREDIBLE. Pick up a copy now before they’re gone.

TOKYO SHOEGAZER
Crystallize (Clear Blue Vinyl)
Release Date: 6-Sep-19
[Light In The Attic / Graveface]
LP / GRAVE149 / 643157447122 /  $30.16

LP

• A Nuggets, Pebbles or Killed By Death-series for the NWOBHM-genre
• Ten tracks culled from hard to find and highly collectible vinyl releases
• Carefully restored and remastered sound
• Extensive liner notes by Kieron Tyler (Mojo Magazine)
• Deluxe gatefold sleeve (12-page booklet on cd version)
• Illustrated with photos from bandmembers’ private photo albums

The second volume of Jobcentre Rejects is here. Prepare yourself for a NWOBHM fest beyond control.

Ten tracks licensed from rare and hard to find New Wave Of British Heavy Metal records originally released in England 1980-1985. Kind 
of a Nuggets, Pebbles or Killed By Death for NWOBHM.

Set the volume control to maximum level and knock yourself out with obscure but brilliant sounds from bands like Omen Searcher, 
Bashful Alley, Sapphire and Panza Division. File under: ”beyond essential listening for any rock’n’roll fan”.

When putting together the first volume of Jobcentre Rejects (and for that reason started On The Dole Records) we initially thought it 
would be a thing of interest only to a few of our closest music loving and record buying friends. But sales took off in a massive way and 
rave reviews and orders from all over the world quickly made being On The Dole Records a full time job. There’s enough totally great 
and rare NWOBHM for many further volumes of Jobcentre Rejects. There’s so many great tracks just waiting to be heard by more 
people.

Jobcentre Rejects Vol 2 will appeal to all metal fans, but also to punk fanatics, garagerock-maniacs, DIY-lovers and maybe even to 
a few powerpop afficionados. Jobcentre Rejects is for everyone into rock music history and anyone interested in British music- and 
culture history.

Iron Maiden, Def Leppard, Judas Priest and Saxon all got signed by majors and sold records galore, meanwhile bands in every village 
across England formed. Inspired by the energy and DIY attitude of the punk scene these acts recorded and released their records all on 
thieir own. The music heard on Jobcentre Rejects Vol 2 have so far been treasured only by NWOBHM connoisseurs. Jobcentre Rejects 
Vol 2 clearly shows that it is music far too good to be buried in the past. It’s music that deserve to be heard not only by the most die 
hard record collectors.

Remastered and restored sound. Extensive liner notes by Kieron Tyler (Mojo Magazine). Richly illustrated with many rare photos.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Jobcentre Rejects Vol 2 - Ultra rare NWOBHM 1980-1985
Release Date: 27-Sep-19
[Light In The Attic / On The Dole Records]
CD / OTD003CD / 7350107320086 /  $15.50
LP / OTD003LP / 7350107320079 /  $31.00

LPCD



NEW RELEASES: LATE SEPTEMBER 2019

• Incredible rare euro-punk/metal, DIY masterpiece originally released in 1979
• Sourced from the original mastertape
• Carefully restored and remastered sound
• Extensive liner notes by Kieron Tyler (Mojo Magazine)
• Deluxe gatefold sleeve • Illustrated with photos from bandmembers’ private photoalbums

Originally released in 1979 with only 500 numbered copies. Nowadays it usually goes for $700+ at Discogs, Ebay and similar.

When hearing The Hand Of Doom it’s easy to understand why. It’s like The Stooges fronted by Count Dracula with a pinch of Roky 
Erickson ”The Evil One”-era thrown in for good measure. Think the most punky and brutal NWOBHM-singles that has ever been 
recorded. A maximum rock’n’roll guitar riff-a-rama. It’s a DIY punk-metal masterpiece most likely to blow the minds off everyone into any 
form of truly great music.

The Hand Of Doom came from a small town called Bad-Hersfield located by the border between former east and west-Germany. 
Frustrated by the boredom and absence of anything interesting happening they recorded and released ”Poisonoise” all by themselves. 
Brutal & primitive hard rock metal aggression at its finest with killer riffs guaranteed to appeal to all punk and metal fans, but also to 
garagerock-maniacs and DIY-lovers.

In early 2019 On The Dole Records went to Germany and found the bandmembers still hanging around the small village of Bad-
Hersfield. The original mastertapes were restored and remastered. The band members were interviewed and this reissue is fully 
authorized by the band.

Remastered and restored sound. Extensive liner notes and interviews with the band by Kieron Tyler (Mojo Magazine). Richly illustrated 
with many rare photos.

THE HAND OF DOOM
Poisonoise
Release Date: 27-Sep-19
[Light In The Attic / On The Dole Records]
CD / OTD002CD / 7350107320062 /  $15.50
LP / OTD002LP / 7350107320055 /  $31.00

LPCD

• First ever vinyl release of “Wave” (1983) from Japanese ambient pioneer Fumio Miyashita
• Original artwork with obi strip
• “Wave” is the first release in our Fumio Miyashita reissue series!
• Light in the Attic Distribution World Exclusive

Musician, music therapist and founder of Healing Music in Japan. Fumio Miyashita began his musical career in 1966. In 1969, he was 
an original member of the rock musical, ‘Hair’, in Tokyo. He formed the progressive rock groups Far Out and Far East Family Band, 
releasing ground-breaking albums and touring internationally. Always interested in oriental philosophy since studying karate at a young 
age (he became a black belt in high school), he became interested in oriental medicine after an injury on stage that only healed after 
undergoing acupuncture. In 1977, he immigrated to the United States, where he continued to study oriental medicine, philosophy, the 
Chinese Five Elements and also began, in earnest, to research music therapy.

In 1981, he decided to return to Japan, moved to Shinshu Iizuna Highlands and established Biwa Studio. One reason for choosing 
Iizuna Highlands was because it’s altitude is 1,250 meters and during his studies he learned that this is a very positive and healthy 
altitude for the human body to reside in. There he created numerous works, including music CD’s and image videos. His passion was 
for creating music that was helpful to people and his recurring theme in his works was relaxation and healing for the mind and body. He 
named his music ‘Healing Music’ and he established his own unique style of music therapy.

FUMIO MIYASHITA
“Wave” Sounds of the Universe
Release Date: 20-Sep-19
[Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves]
CD / PACD002 / 881125000638 / $17.19
LP / PALP002 / 881125000003 /  $32.69

LPCD



NEW RELEASES: LATE SEPTEMBER 2019

• Ultra rare 1969 private press psych-folk-rock masterpiece – featuring the legendary Wrecking Crew (Beach Boys, Phil 
Spector)

• 48-page CD booklet w/ unseen photos, lyrics, and archival newspaper articles

In March 1975, Jim Sullivan mysteriously disappeared outside Santa Rosa, New Mexico. His VW bug was found abandoned, his motel 
room untouched. Some think he got lost in the desert. Some think he fell foul of a local family with alleged mafia ties. Some think he 
was abducted by aliens. 

By coincidence – or perhaps not – Jim’s 1969 debut album was titled U.F.O. Released in tiny numbers on a private label, it too was truly 
lost, until Seattle’s Light In The Attic Records begun a years-long quest to give it the full release it deserves – and to solve the mystery 
of Sullivan’s disappearance. Only one of those things happened. 

For record collectors, some albums are considered impossible to get hold of, records so rare you could sit on eBay for years and not 
get a sniff of a copy. U.F.O. is one of those albums. A seventh son, Jim Sullivan was a West Coast should-have-been, an Irish-American 
former high school quarterback whose gift for storytelling earned him cult status in the Malibu bar where he performed nightly. Sullivan 
was always on the edge of fame; hanging out with movie stars like Harry Dean Stanton, performing on the Jose Feliciano show, even 
stealing a cameo in the ultimate hippie movie, Easy Rider.

Friend and actor Al Dobbs thought he could change all that, and founded a label – Monnie Records – to release Jim’s album, enlisting 
the assistance of Phil Spector’s legendary sessioneers The Wrecking Crew to do so. That’s Don Randi, Earl Palmer and Jimmy Bond 
you can hear, the latter also acting as producer and arranger.   

U.F.O. was a different beast to the one-man-and-his-guitar stuff Jim had been doing on stage; instead, it was a fully realised album 
of scope and imagination, a folk-rock record with its head in the stratosphere. Sullivan’s voice is deep and expressive like Fred Neil 
with a weathered and worldly Americana sound like Joe South, pop songs that aren’t happy - but with filled with despair. The album is 
punctuated with a string section (that recalls David Axelrod), other times a Wurlitzer piano provides the driving groove (as if Memphis 
great Jim Dickinson was running the show).  U.F.O. is a slice of American pop music filtered from the murky depths of Los Angeles, by 
way of the deep south. 

With no music industry contacts, the record went largely unnoticed, and Jim simply moved on, releasing a further album on the Playboy 
label in 1972. But by 1975, his marriage breaking up, Jim left, for Nashville and the promise of a new life as a sessioneer in the home of 
C&W. That’s where it gets hazy. 

We know he was stopped by cops for swerving on the highway in Santa Rosa, some 15 hours after setting off.  We know he was taken 
to a local police station, found to be sober, and told to go to the local La Mesa Motel to get some rest, which he did. Some time later, 
his car was spotted on a ranch belonging to the local Genetti family, who confronted him about his business there. The next day his car 
was found 26 miles down the road, abandoned. His car and his hotel room contained, among other things, his twelve-string guitar, his 
wallet, his clothes and several copies of his second album, but no note, and no Jim. It was as if he had simply vanished into thin air.

Jim’s family travelled out to join search parties looking for him, the local papers printed missing person stories, but the search proved 
fruitless. Around the same time, the local sheriff retired and the Genettis moved to Hawaii. Jim’s manager Robert “Buster” Ginter 
later stated that during the early morning hours of a long evening Jim and Buster were talking about what would you do if they had to 
disappear.  Jim said he’d walk into the desert and never come back.

Tracking down the truth behind Jim’s mystery became an obsession of Light In The Attic’s Matt Sullivan (no relation) when he happened 
upon a copy of the album and fell in love. He took on a cross country pilgrimage in search of master tapes and truth, and came back 
with neither, despite hundreds of phone calls, e-mails, letters, faxes, private detectives, telepathy, palm readings and meetings with 
Jim’s wife, son and producer. Thanks to superb digital mastering techniques, Light In The Attic is still able to present a clean, near 
perfect copy of Jim’s masterpiece for general consumption for the first time. Enjoy. And remember, beyond the mystery, there’s the 
music. 

JIM SULLIVAN
U.F.O. (repress)
Release Date: Immediate
[Light In The Attic]
CD / LITA054CD / 826853005425 / $17.19

CD



ARTISTE
ARTIST

TITRE
TITLE FORMAT

NO. DE 
PRODUIT
PRODUCT NO. UPC

ÉTIQUETTE
LABEL

AYALA & CLIPMAN PASSION FIRE & GRACE CD CR7098 729337709829 CANYON RECORDS

EATON ENSEMBLE WILLIAM TRACKS WE LEAVE CD CR7008 729337700826 CANYON RECORDS

KARFAGEN                      THE SPACE BETWEEN US                                 CD 7707891389 777078913890 UNICORN DIGITAL               

POPPY FAMILY THE A GOOD THING LOST: 1968-1973 CD 4462600172 744626001729 W.A.R?

AVIS DE RAPPEL 2019-40 / RECALL NOTICE 2019-40
POUR LA PÉRIODE DU 16 AOÛT 2019 AU 20 SEPTEMBRE 2019  /  FROM AUGUST 16TH, 2019 TO SEPTEMBER 20TH, 2019

Le 16 août 2019
Cher(e) client,

Veuillez prendre note que les produits énumérés sur la page suivante sont retirés de notre catalogue actif et ce, à compter du 16 août 2019.
Nous vous demandons de nous faire parvenir la marchandise avant le 20 septembre 2019. Tous les produits retournés après ce délai seront refusés et 

retournés aux frais de l’expéditeur.
Votre liste de retour doit nous parvenir au plus tard le 30 août 2019. Pour toute question, n’hésitez pas à nous contacter.

Merci de votre collaboration.

Ian Hamel,  Directeur des ventes, Distribution Select

August 16th, 2019,
Dear valued customer,

Please be advised that the title listed on next page have been discontinued and removed from our catalogue effective August 16th, 2019
Please return the merchandise no later than September 20th, 2019. All products returned after the above-mentioned date will be refused and shipped back 

to you collect.
Your return request must be received by us no later than August 30th, 2019. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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PRIX DE BASE / 
BASE PRICE LOWER DENS The Competition CD RBN070CD 887834007029 $18,00 $12,80 Domino

PRIX DE BASE / 
BASE PRICE LOWER DENS The Competition (Clear Vinyl 

w/download) LP RBN070LPX 887834007036 $12,80 $18,00 Domino

PRIX DE BASE / 
BASE PRICE JIM SULLIVAN UFO CD LITA054CD 826853005425 $15,13 $17,19 LIGHT IN THE ATTIC 

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED WEYES BLOOD                   TITANIC RISING (LOSER ED) 

(LP) (COLOURED) (INDIE)                CD SPLP1232X                     98787123258 SUB POP                       

SORTIE ANNULÉE / 
RELEASE 
CANCELLED

WATERMELON SLIM Church Of The Blues CD NBM0065 809509005659 Northern Blues 

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED THE SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA FREEDOM NO GO DIE                             LP DR056LP                       5050580620612 DO RIGHT MUSIC                

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED THE SOULJAZZ ORCHESTRA MANIFESTO                             LP DR057LP                       5050580620629 DO RIGHT MUSIC                

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED TODD MAYLEE                   ESCAPOLOGY                          LP+CD DR052                         5050580588004 DO RIGHT MUSIC                

AVIS DE CHANGEMENTS - CHANGES UPDATES



NEW RELEASES: LATE SEPTEMBER 2019

CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE NOTES UPC CONF.  PPD DATE QTY

NDR9128LP Hua Li 化力  (pronounced Wah Li)
Dynasty (limited edition 
lemon yellow LP)

OM / Next Door 
Records Hip Hop 623339912815 LP  $    16.00 20-Sep-19

NDR9128CD Hua Li 化力  (pronounced Wah Li) Dynasty
OM / Next Door 
Records Hip Hop 623339912822 CD  $    11.00 20-Sep-19

VCD0019 MCLEAN, STUART

Vinyl Cafe 25 Years: 
Volume I, Dave & Morley 
Stories Vinyl Cafe

Spoken Word 
/ Comedy Canadian 776693001920 4CD  $    19.50 4-Oct-19

VCD0020 MCLEAN, STUART

Vinyl Cafe 25 Years: 
Volume II, Postcards 
From Canada Vinyl Cafe

Spoken Word 
/ Comedy Canadian 776693002026 4CD  $    19.50 4-Oct-19

SPLP1325 MUDHONEY Morning in America EP Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132519 12" EP  $    13.65 20-Sep-19

SPLP1325LOSER MUDHONEY

Morning in America EP 
(White & Black Marble 
Vinyl) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787132502 12" EP  $    13.65 20-Sep-19

WIG445CD ONE TRUE PAIRING One True Pairing Domino Rock-Pop 887828044528 CD  $    12.80 20-Sep-19
WIG445LP ONE TRUE PAIRING One True Pairing Domino Rock-Pop 887828044511 LP  $    19.73 20-Sep-19

HARCD117 CHASTITY BELT Chastity Belt 
Sub Pop / Hardly 
Art Rock-Pop 098787311723 CD  $      9.09 20-Sep-19

HARLP117 CHASTITY BELT Chastity Belt 
Sub Pop / Hardly 
Art Rock-Pop 098787311716 LP  $    18.21 20-Sep-19

HARCS117 CHASTITY BELT Chastity Belt
Sub Pop / Hardly 
Art Rock-Pop 098787311747 CS  $      7.27 20-Sep-19

SJRCD445 SOUL JAZZ RECORDS PRESENTS Studio One DJ Party Soul Jazz Records Reggae 5026328104454 CD  $    20.00 20-Sep-19

SJRLP445 SOUL JAZZ RECORDS PRESENTS Studio One DJ Party Soul Jazz Records Reggae 5026328004457 2LP  $    29.25 20-Sep-19

LBJ302 DIXON, MCKINLEY
Anansi, Anansi b/w Wit 
These Saddle Creek Hip Hop / Jazz 648401030273 7"  $      8.25 20-Sep-19

MET1186CD KMFDM Paradise
Metropolis 
Records Rock-Pop 782388118620 CD  $    13.58 27-Sep-19

MET1186LP KMFDM Paradise
Metropolis 
Records Rock-Pop 782388118613 LP  $    23.19 27-Sep-19

AOF325CD HORRIBLE YOUTH Wounds Bleed Artoffact Records Alternative 628070632527 CD  $    12.00 27-Sep-19
ACT90452 BLACK STRING Karma ACT World / Korea 614427904522 CD  $    15.50 27-Sep-19
ACT98912 DAHL, CARSTEN TRINITY Painting Music ACT Jazz 614427989123 CD  $    15.50 27-Sep-19

ACT98922 TONBRUKET Masters of Fog ACT Jazz 614427989222 CD  $    15.50 27-Sep-19

ACTLP98921 TONBRUKET
Masters of Fog (w / 
Download Code) ACT Jazz 614427989215 LP  $    18.00 27-Sep-19

TWM33 FUNKPROOF The Revival
Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves Music Funk / Soul 742338383539 LP  $    29.31 30-Aug-19

BOI010B SESSA Grandeza (Blue Vinyl)
Light In The Attic / 
Boiled Records Brazil / World 844667043938 LP  $    30.16 30-Aug-19

LIONLP101D CHRISTOPHER What’cha Gonna Do?
Light In The Attic / 
Lion Productions Psychedelic 778578310110 LP  $    31.00 6-Sep-19

GRAVE149 TOKYO SHOEGAZER
Crystallize (Clear Blue 
Vinyl)

Light In The Attic / 
Graveface Rock-Pop 643157447122 LP  $    30.16 6-Sep-19

OTD003CD VARIOUS ARTISTS

Jobcentre Rejects Vol 2 - 
Ultra rare NWOBHM 
1980-1985

Light In The Attic / 
On The Dole 
Records Rock-Pop 7350107320086 CD  $    15.50 27-Sep-19

OTD003LP VARIOUS ARTISTS

Jobcentre Rejects Vol 2 - 
Ultra rare NWOBHM 
1980-1985

Light In The Attic / 
On The Dole 
Records Rock-Pop 7350107320079 LP  $    31.00 27-Sep-19

PACD002 MIYASHITA, FUMIO
"Wave" Sounds of the 
Universe 

Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves

Ambient / 
Asian 881125000638 CD  $    17.19 20-Sep-19

PALP002 MIYASHITA, FUMIO
"Wave" Sounds of the 
Universe 

Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves

Ambient / 
Asian 881125000003 LP  $    32.69 20-Sep-19

OTD002CD HAND OF DOOM, THE Poisonoise

Light In The Attic / 
On The Dole 
Records Rock-Pop 7350107320062 CD  $    15.50 27-Sep-19

OTD002LP HAND OF DOOM, THE Poisonoise

Light In The Attic / 
On The Dole 
Records Rock-Pop 7350107320055 LP  $    31.00 27-Sep-19

LITA054CD                     SULLIVAN, JIM U.F.O. (repress) Light In The Attic Folk / Rock 826853005425 CD  $    17.19 IMMEDIATE

OUTSIDE MUSIC - NEW RELEASE ORDER FORM - LATE SEPTEMBER 2019       
* Please submit all new orders to your Distribution Select sales representative *
* Order deadline for Sept 20 is Sept 9 // *Order deadline for Sept 27 is Sept 16 *
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